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A Compositional Study of the UNI Museum Benin Bronzes Using
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Elizabeth Akers

Results

Background

Table 1. Percent composition of each sample based on their detected signal given by the SEM-EDX. Two samples from
each sample were taken to show the variation in composition based on the area where the sample was acquired.

• In 1897, the British empire annexed the kingdom of Benin
in present day Nigeria.1 Many cultural artifacts, including a
large collection of bronze statues and plaques, were taken
and distributed among major museums

(Left) Image of object
68.10.53 and (Right) object
68.10.2, UNI Museum online
database

• Due to their increased demand, many sellers began
creating fake bronzes to sell to tourists and collectors alike

1968.10.1 Sample #1

• Four Benin bronze artifacts were donated to the museum
in 1968 and have been questioned in terms of authenticity
based on qualitative analyses

Objectives
• Use the SEM-EDX to acquire a compositional surface
map of the sample
• Quantify the percent composition from the sample
• Compare the results to published literature on authentic
Benin bronze statuary
• Assess co-deposition and homogeneity of the
composition
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Figure 1. Mapping of elements on sample 68.10.1 #1
taken by the SEM-EDX.

Image of object
68.10.1, UNI
Museum online
database.

Figure 2 and Figure 3. Two Samples of the bronze statue accession No. 68.10.1 superimposed on the British Museum Research
Laboratory’s early and middle era Benin bronze casting compositions.4 Green trace is sample #1 and pink trace is sample #2.
Note: not all metals found in the British Museum’s statues are found within the UNI samples.

1968.10.3 Sample #1
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Image of object 68.10.3, UNI Museum
online database.
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How it works:
• The SEM has an electron gun that sends an electron beam
through a series of magnetic lens that increase the
intensity of the electron beam
• The SEM takes an image of the sample surface by scanning
an electron beam across the surface of a sample2
• The beam collides with the surface of the sample and
multiple categories of electron scattering occurs3
• Energy is released in the form of an x-ray
• The results are used to create a map of the surface
morphology and chemical deposition and the x-rays are
quantified by the EDX
Why SEM-EDX:
• Minimally invasive
• Little to no sample preparation
• Provides quantifiable data for acquiring percent
composition
• Creates mapping of chemicals across surface area to show
morphological differences created by the casting process

1968.10.3 was compared specifically to
Middle era Benin bronze compositions. This
collection of authentic artifacts consists
solely of Benin plaques.

Example of British
Museum Benin bronze
plaque, Af1898,0115.38
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Figure 4. Mapping of elements on sample 68.10.3 #1
taken by the SEM-EDX.

Conclusions
• Major elements, copper, zinc, and tin fall within range of authentic statuary
• Heterogeneous surface distribution found, similar to distribution by lost wax method
casting used for authentic casts
• Possible traces of lost wax method casting, resulting in aluminum/silicon deposits;
though it is unlikely based on sampling methods
• Addition of aluminum in composition of samples, no evidence of aluminum in
authentic pieces
• Not all metals present in samples that are present in authentic pieces
• No silver, antimony, cobalt, cadmium or bismuth - all of which are found in authentic
artifacts

Figure 5. Two samples of the bronze statue accession No. 68.10.3 superimposed on the
British Museum Research Laboratory’s Middle Benin bronze casting compositions.4
Green trace is sample #1 and pink trace is sample #2. Note: not all metals found in the
British Museum’s statues are found within the UNI samples.
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